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ABSTRACT 
 

The peer-to-peer network is based on location mechanism of distributed objects, which is conducive to 
sharing of resources among users. The commonly using overlay network topology method based on 
interesting group in the existing peer-to-peer network should be accomplished collaboratively by users, 
which increases system traffic and occupies large bandwidth. The paper brought out a kind of routing 
model in peer-to-peer network based on Successful Accessing Rate (SAR). The model organizes user group 
based on SAR and conducting resource searching in the high-low order of SAR. In the model, each node 
runs independently, which decrease system maintenance cost and provides new idea to solve free-rider 
problem. Simulation results show that the model effectively improve recall rate of system and also solve 
fairness problem. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

The emergency of peer-to-peer (P2P) network 
comes from requirements of users on sharing and 
adequately usage of Internet resources. The most 
prominent character of P2P network is that users 
share resources directly, the core of which is 
positioning mechanism of distributed objects. There 
are several routing methods currently as following. 
The first is centralized indexing manner as Napster 
system [1]. It has problems of single point failure as 
well as performance bottlenecks, so it cannot be 
applied in large-scale network. The second is 
structural P2P system based on distributed Hash 
table DHT, such as Chord and CAN systems [2, 3]. 
It can achieves high efficiency searching but only 
support searching based on accurate object key 
value and lack of fuzzy searching ability. It also 
does not support complex indexing based on 
semantic. On the contrary, unstructured P2P 
network as Gnutella [4-7] can better support various 
forms of information indexing. However, the 
searching strategy based on flooding or random roar 
increase messages on P2P network, which restricts 
scalability of P2P network. 

In order to improve routing performance of 
unstructured P2P network, the method to construct 
overlay topology based on interest group is mainly 
used now [8-10]. Its main basis is that nodes with 

same interest has common request on resources and 
storage. The users with same interests are linked 
together by overlay network. In the searching, it is 
easier to find resources meet requirements in local 
interest group so as to improve successful rate for 
resource positioning. The construction of overlay 
network based on interest group needs users publish 
own interest or more specific file character in the 
network, and then establish interest group by 
indexing or self-organization. We can see that the 
method can only be accomplished by cooperation 
among users, which increases system 
communication amount and occupies large 
bandwidth. 

The successful accessing rate-based (SARB) 
peer-to-peer network routing model in this paper 
organizes based on node SAR. It looks for resource 
in the high-low order of successful accessing rate. 
Nodes in the model operate independently, which 
decreases system maintain cost and provide new 
idea to solve free-rider problem. Simulation results 
show that the model can effectively improve system 
recall and better solve system fair problem at the 
same time. The paper is organized as follows: 
section 2 describes SARB model; section 3 gives 
specific SARB algorithm; section 4 conduct 
performance analysis and simulation on SARB; 
section 5 concludes our work. 
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2. SARB MODEL DESCRIPTION 
 

The starting point of SARB is that more times of 
node storage resources been successfully accessed, 
the node has higher SAR. Other nodes have higher 
probability to find needed resources on this node. 
Therefore, organize nodes with similar successful 
accessing rate in the system together. In case of 
searching, firstly access to node with larger SAR so 
that the resource recall increases. 

Assume there are N nodes in the system marked 
as 1 2, , , NP P P . Use Di to represent successful 
accessing rate of node Pi, the initial value of Di is 0. 
In the system operation process, other nodes 

(0 , )jP j N j i≤ ≤ ≠  successfully access resources 
from node Pi, then Di increases correspondingly. 
Divide node successful accessing rate into K levels 
0,1, , 1K −  based on value. The boundary value 
is 0 1 1, , , KD D D − . If 1m m

iD D D +≤ < , di is the m-

th level and ( )i id d D m= = . Using T as time 
interval, compute current successful accessing rate 
Di of current node Pi and determine its level. 

To facilitate description, the cyclic structure is 
used as basic structure of SARB. After node enters 
into system, assign a node sign for each one to 
identify it uniquely. Taking node i as example, 
when the node i enters into system, it uses the 
manner of normal cyclic structure. At intervals of 
time T, compute successful accessing rate Di of 
node at current time and divide its level. Here we 
assure level di is m. Find nodes in the system. If 
there is other nodes whose successful accessing rate 
level is m, the node i also enter into cyclic structure 
of this level. In this way, each node actually has 
two logic positions in the system. It also has two 
routing selection information. The final structural 
diagram is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1: SARB logical structure with cyclic structure 

 
As shown in Fig. 1 in the system with 8 nodes, 

the successful accessing rate level where node 5 
locates only has the node itself, while node (0, 1), 
(2, 3, 4) and (6, 7) respectively belong to same 
successful accessing rate. 1 2 ,3 ,7′ ′ ′ ′，  respectively 
represent another logical position of node 1,2,3 and 
node 7. 

3. SARB ROUTING ALGORITHM 
 
3.1 Routing Table Structure 

 

Each node in the SARB model keeps two sets of 
routing information. One is routing information of 

node in the whole system, which is called system 
routing table. Another is routing information of 
successful accessing rate level where the node 
locates, which is called level routing table. 

The system routing table should add an item to 
represent successful accessing rate level of the item 
successor. In addition, the successor in system 
routing table item is not the first existing node of 
this area, but the node most closely to node sign 
with maximum successful accessing rate level and 
the node identifier closest node. The routing table 
structure of node 0 in Fig. 1 is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Routing table structure of node 0 in Fig. 1 

System routing table (finger table) 
int. 

[1, 2) 
[2, 4) 
[4, 0) 

succ. 
1 
2 
6 

d 
d1=1 
d2=3 
d6=4 

Level routing table (finger table) d=1 
[1, 0) 1 

 

3.2 Node Status Changes 
 

The node position in system of SARB model is 
determined commonly by node identifier and node 
successful accessing rate level. The node identifier 
will no longer change after node enters system, 
while node successful accessing rate dynamically 
change according to response of node on other 
nodes and then periodically conduct level transition. 
Therefore, the node status change in system mainly 
includes three kinds of join, leave as well as 
successful accessing level transition. Here these 
three statuses are described as following. 

3.2.1 Identification of subsections 
 

Step1: Determine own node identifier that 
assumed to be p. 

Step2: contact with another member node p′  in 
the system. The node will act as bootstrap node of 
new joined node p. 

Step3: The node p′  initiates looking for node p 
and find the node whose identifier only below than 
p as its previous node.  

Step4: Initiate system routing table of p. The 
node successful accessing rate level dp=0. 

Step5: Update system routing table of related 
nodes needed for modification because of join of p. 
Under circumstance of system node number N, the 
node number should be updated is (log )O N . 

Step6: Based on own system routing table, the 
node p find nodes with same successful accessing 
rate level and join level cyclic structure to construct 
level routing table.  

3.2.2 Process of node leaves system 
 

Assumed node identifier p, and the level of 
successful accessing rate dp=m. 

Step1: Conduct leaving operation according to 
level routing table in the cyclic structure whose 
successful accessing rate level is m. Update level 
routing tables of other related nodes 
correspondingly. 

Step2: Complete leaving operation according to 
system routing table in the system and update 
system routing tables of related nodes 
correspondingly. 

3.2.3 Process of node level transition 
 

Assume p is the current node and successful 
accessing level dp=m. The level to be transited is 

'
pd n= . 

Step1: Conduct leaving operation according to 
level routing table in the cyclic structure whose 
successful accessing rate level is m. Update level 
routing tables of other related nodes 
correspondingly. 

Step2: Modify successful accessing rate level of 
node p to n. 

Step3: Update system routing tables of related 
nodes correspondingly. In the Fig. 1, assume node 
successful accessing rate level of node 7 transits 
from level 4 to level 5, then routing table update of 
node 0 updates as Table 2 shows. 

Step4: The node p finds nodes whose successful 
accessing rate level is n according to own system 
routing table. Join this level cyclic structure and 
build level routing table. 

3.3 Routing Algorithm 
 

The basic idea of SARB routing algorithm is as 
following. Source node send query message with 
initial TTL value to network. Firstly send message 
to node with highest successful accessing rate level 
according to system routing table. Then search in 
the same level based on level routing table, and 
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return query result to source node after found corresponding target. 

Table 2: Routing table of node 0 after node 7 transit level 

System routing table (finger table) 
int. 

[1, 2) 
[2, 4) 
[4, 0) 

succ. 
1 
2 
7 

d 
d1=1 
d2=3 
d6=5 

Level routing table (finger table) d=1 
[1, 0) 1 

 
As the node system routing table stores nodes 

with highest successful accessing rate level in the 
whole system area, the system routing table of node 
sending request can find the node with highest 

successful accessing rate level in the system. 
Therefore, it only needs one step from source node 
to node cluster with highest successful accessing 
rate level. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. 

        Assume P is current node. Input is query message Q=query(message, Src, TTL). 
Where, message is query semantic description; Src is query message initiate node; TTL is 
maximum lifetime of this query message.  The output is target result R to Src. 
       if (P==Src)
             Look for node with maximum level successful accessing rate in local system routing 
table and forward query message;
       else
             Set Q.TTL=Q.TTL-1;
             Execute local query, return query result to Src;
             if (Q.TTL>0) 
                  Send query to other nodes in same successful sccessing rate elvel with P 
according to level routing table;
             end if
       end if             

Algorithm 1

 
Figure 2: Specific steps of algorithm 1 

From the algorithm 1 we can see that the nodes 
with highest successful accessing rate level are 
accessed in each time of query, which will increase 
overhead of these nodes. However, the nodes with 
lower level only have fewer times been accessed, 
which also not conductive for increase of node 
level. Therefore, the paper brought out SARB 
routing algorithm 2. 

In the query process of algorithm 2, source node 
adds successful accessing rate level of it in the 
query packet. The query was carried out on same 
success rate level with source node except for 
highest level. The contribution level of routing is 
equal to or lower than node request from query 

node. On the contrary, it can refuse the request with 
certain probability. The algorithm 2 is shown in Fig. 
3. 

The node j accepts resource request from node i 
with probability ( )i jp d d−  and the probability 
1 ( )i jp d d− −  to refuse the request. The 
computation of probability ( )i jp d d−  is as 
following: 

1
1( )

i j

i j
i j

i j

d d
p d d d d

d dλ

≥
− =  < −

             (1) 
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        Assume P is current node and dp is  successful accessing rate level of node P. Input is 
query message Q=query(message, Src, TTL, dsrc). Where, message is query senmatic 
description; Src is query message initiate node; TTL is maximum lifetime of query message; 
dsrc is successful accessing rate level of source node. Output target result is R to Src. 
        if (P==Src)
            Forward query message according to local level routing table;
            Look for node with maximum level successful accessing rate in local system routing 
table and forward query message;
        else
            set Q.TTL=Q.TTL-1;
            Execute local query with probability p(dp-dsrc) and return query result to Src;
            if (Q.TTL>0)
               Send query to other nodes in same successful sccessing rate elvel with P according 
to level routing table;
            end if
        end if

Algorithm 2

 
Figure 3: Specific steps of algorithm 2 

Where, λ  is constant coefficient factor and its 
value is in the interval of (1, 2]. Therefore, if the 
successful accessing rate level di of node i is small, 
the node with higher level than node i likely refuse 
request from node i. 

We can see that the above two algorithms use 
abler way. In the algorithm 2, higher level node can 
refuse response to query request for decreasing 
overhead. Meanwhile, it also needs to constantly 
improve own level by responding to query requests. 
The node with lower level can only access to 
opportunity to response request of nodes in same 
level by sending request, so as to increase 
successful accessing rate level. Therefore, 
algorithm 2 is a kind of routing algorithm with 
reward mechanism. In addition, the above two 
kinds of routing algorithms may not find necessary 
resources, which is determined by query on 
resources by resource node according to 
unstructured P2P network flooding or random walk 
way. 

3.4 Supervise Mechanism 
 

Nodes in the SARB routing algorithm 
automatically compute its own successful accessing 
rate and perform level transition according to value 
of success rate. When the node in algorithm 2 
receives query request, it determines whether to 
answer this request from difference between 
successful accessing rates from send and receive 
node. It may have forge behavior for node initiated 
query to obtain higher response rate. In view of this 
situation, the successful accessing rate 

neighborhood monitoring mechanism (NMM) was 
proposed. 

The main idea of NMM is to constrain node 
behavior relaying on monitoring mechanism from 
neighbors. The specific description is as following. 
Each node keeps all neighbor statuses. The 
neighbor status is determined by answer situation of 
neighbor on query request, which can be divided 
into two kinds of met or un-met. The node 
dynamically maintains neighbor based on recorded 
neighbor status. If a neighbor is in met status, 
normally routes it. Otherwise, unlink connection to 
this neighbor. If all adjacent nodes unlink 
connections with this node, it is in isolated status in 
system. So it cannot perform querying or routing, 
so as to avoid forgery behaviors. 

The method does not need large amount of 
information interaction among nodes in EigenTrust 
algorithm. Furthermore, dynamic changing feature 
of node successful accessing rate level enable 
neighbor nodes not easily form collusion. It is 
simple for implementation and has good scalability 
[11-13]. 

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
 

4.1  Evaluation Indexes 
 

The paper uses following two indexes to evaluate 
its semantic query performance, namely recall T(Q) 
and average message number generated in querying. 

Recall is the proportion of searched documents 
number met conditions in all related documents, the 
formula of which is as follows: 
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( ) getcorrect

total

D
T Q

D
=                           (2) 

Where, D total is set of all related documents 
distributed on P2P network aiming at some query; 
Dgetcorrect is the actually obtained document set. 

The queried average message number M  means 
average generated message number in the 
propagation process on P2P network. Its size 
determines network overhead change caused by 
query operation, which is important index to 
measure network structure. 

4.2 Algorithm Analysis 
 

Assume there are N nodes in the system that 
marked as 1 2, , , NP P P . The node successful 
accessing rate level can be divided into K levels 
(0,1, , 1)K −  according to value. The successful 
accessing rate level of node Pi di=m. The node 
number in this level is num(m). The highest level of 
node successful accessing rate level in current 
system is n. Node number in this level is num(n).  

When the node Pi initiate query Q, the average 
message number generated by queries by algorithm 
1 is 1 log(num( ))M n= + . In the algorithm 2, the 
average message number generated by queries is 

1 log(num( )) log(num( ))M n m= + + . We can see 
that the average query message number is larger 
than that of algorithm 1. 

Clearly, the routing algorithm under SARB 
structure is significantly lower than flooding 
mechanism in Gnutella in the aspect of query 
average message number. 

4.3 Performance Simulation 
 

In the simulation experiment, GT-ITM topology 
generator was used to generate random network 
topology. The transit-stub (TS) model that is more 
representative of Internet structure was also used. 
Network node size is 1000. Distribute documents 
for each node according to Zipf distribution with 
parameter =1.2α . The required resources in query 
also initiates according to Zipf distribution with 
parameter =1.2α . Assume each node has at most 
100 documents in the test. All the results are 
average value under 100000 times of queries. The 
comparison of recall between two algorithms and 
Gnutella with different TTL is shown in Fig. 4. 

From the figure we can see that the recall of 
algorithm is bigger than that of algorithm 1 in lower 
TTL value as it use the strategy that synchronous 
query of own level with highest level. However, 
with increase of TTL value, as algorithm 2 has 
situation that high level refuse to access lower level 
service, the recall is lower than that of algorithm 1. 
Under circumstance of TTL<6, the routing 
algorithm based on SARB structure proposed in the 
paper is significantly higher than Gnutella, which 
shows its superiority. 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of recall in algorithms under different TTL conditions 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

In order to improve routing performance of 
unstructured P2P network, the method to construct 
overlay topology based on interest group is mainly 
used now. The method can only be accomplished 

by cooperation among users, which increases 
system communication amount and occupies large 
bandwidth. The peer-to-peer network routing model 
SARB based on successful accessing rate just 
organize nodes with similar successful accessing 
rate together. It is firstly conducted in nodes with 
larger successful accessing rate so that the resource 
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recall can be increased. The paper also gives basic 
structure of SARB as well as node status 
maintenance and two kinds of routing algorithm. 
Simulation experiments show that this structure can 
significantly improve recall under smaller TTL 
compared with Gnutella. 
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